for several months, and have only just come back to ac- Pugin and
cumulated correspondence.	Haydon
The Tom Taylor edition you speak of is the one with several facsimiles of the drawings—isn't it? Anyhow, I remember having read such an edition many years ago. Rather pathetically insensitive drawings, if one could judge by the reproductions. What has happened to the drawings now, I don't know. I made a good many enquiries at the time but could find out incredibly little, even about the big paintings, There are two fearful horrors in the cellars of the Victoria and Albert, and I believe Christ's 'Entry' is in Cindnatti. But I could find no trace of anything else—tho'1 admit I didn't push the investigation at all far. (Even the indefatigable Sir R. Witt had very few photos of the pictures or drawings.)
Yours,
ALDOUS HUXLEY.
Haydon, enthusiastic, ambitious, full of big ideas, became a sponger on his friends (he borrowed from Keats and when Keats needed money would not repay him) and finally committed suicide. Yet he had vision; his lectures, afterwards published, advocating a more intelligent public patronage of the arts, have a note of passion and conviction. G. F. Watts, with a more solid talent and a stronger character, achieved that which Haydon attempted. Yet even Watts, for all his fame and success, carried out but one mural decoration, that in Lincoln's Inn Hall. His offer to paint one in the Hall of Euston Station was refused. Alfred Stevens, a greater man altogether than Haydon, was likewise cold shouldered and neglected. I was recently in Manchester and again saw Madox Brown's paintings in the Town Hall there, to find these no less striking than when I first saw them. It is surely absurd to ignore or condemn the men associated with the Praeraphaelite movement as though they had a common aim and were all unpainterlike. Like the French impressionists, they were individuals, some more gifted than others. 199

